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GO BISONS!

BEAT LIVINGSTON

VOLUME XXXVI, NUMBER 5

HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Harding Debaters
Awarded Trophies
At Annual Contest

'Death' Debuts at Harding
Lyceum Program

Harding debaters took two of
three first place trophies at the
annual Christian college debate
tournament held on the FreedHardeman College campus last
Friday and Saturday.
In the season's first meet for
each of the three Christian colleges - Harding, Freed Hardeman, and David Lipscomb - the
Harding team of Harmon Brown
and Joel Anderson won first
place, winning three of four de-

bates. T.wo Freed-Har d e m a n
teams won three of four also,
but Brown and Anderson had a
higher total of speaker points
which broke the tie in their favor. This is the second co~u
tive year that a Harding team
has won the first place team
trophy. Last year the Harding
team of Anderson, Cox, and Finley won it.
Anderson won the first place
speaker's trophy, having the
highest number- of individual
speaker points for the tournament. Harding's team of Fred
Lemmon and Lynn Rhodes won
two of four debates.
Freed-Hardeman captured the
first place school trophy which
Harding won last year. FreedHardeman's two teams won six
of eight debates. The next tournament for Harding debaters will
Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, Dean, at- be in Peorio. Ill.
tended the annual Alpha Chi
National Council meeting Saturday, October 21, at Trinity University, San Antonio, Tex. Dr.
Pryor is secretary-treasurer of
Region II of Alpha Chi.
The ways of revision for the
society's various publications
New members were added
and the ways in which the Society can expand its usefulness Friday, after tryouts, to Hardin recognizing and promoting ex- ing's "Belles and Beaux" who
cellence in scholarshio were the under the direction of Dr. Kenpoints under consideration at the neth Davis Jr., made a tour of
military bases in the Orient last
meeting.
The Arkansas Eta Chapter of December.
Membership in the group is deAlpha Chi national honor society
was established at Harding March termined by grade average, abil1, 1957, by Dr. Paul C. Witt of ity in music, dramatics, and other
Abilene Christian College. Dr. types of entertainment, and is
Witt was acting as the personal taken from the A Capella chorus.
Current members are as folrepresentative of Dr. Paul J:
Schwab, National Alpha . qh1 lows: Sopranos: Anne Berryhill,
president who is from Tnmty Mary Eliza beth Bolen, Annette
Davis, Joy Simon, Deanna SnowUniversity.
den. Alternates: Betty Ely, Jo
· ----~Hughes, Suanne Smith.
Altos: Virginia Bordon. Lois
Cobb, Carolyn Hall, Kathy Maddox, Linda McMahan. Frances
Mayer, Naita Jean Berryhill.
Alternates: Linda Bacon, Mary
Ethel Bales. Betty Cobb.
Tenors: Jerry Atkinson, Bill
Twenty-five s p ea k er s fr~m
twelve states are slated to part1c- Cannon, Jim ,Chester, Richard
ipate in the 38th annual Har- Lawyer, "Fritz" Petrich, Jere
ding College Lectureship ~hi<'.h is Yates. Alternates: Nick Bridges,
scheduled for T h a n k s g l v l n g Gail Russell.
Basses: Don Berryhill, Jim
week. November 20-23. It is ho~
ed that this year's lectureship Howard, Ben Miller, Jim Pebwill be the most effective in the worth, Don Stillinger, Jerry Sulhistory of the lectureships.
. lins, Richard Tucker. Alternates:
The theme of the Lectureslup Del Brock. Tom Kirk.
will be "Current Challenges and
Dangers Facing the Church." This
subiect was chosen in order that Honorary History Group
the lectureship might be practi- Initiates Five Members
cal, instructional and inspirational to all who attend.
Five seniors have been invited
Each evening there will be two to join the Eta Chapter of the
speakers. One will be speaking Phi Alpha Theta national honin the main auditorium on cam- orary history society. These inpus while the other speaks in the clude three English ma.iors, SuCollege Church auditorium. This ellen Tullis, Gayla Hodge, and
new feature of the lectureship is Linda Phillips; physical educafor the convenience of everyone tion major, Beetle Bailey, and
who attends.
William Smith, Bible and history
The night speakers are Rex major. Gene Rainey, Harding ecoJohnston, Otis Gatewood. E. W . nomics professor, will join as a
McMillan, Marshall Keeble and faculty member.
Cleon Lyles. Chapel speakers are
Formal initiation will be held
Burton Coffman, Leon Burns. Ira tonight at 8:45 in the Emerald
North and John Stevens.
Room.

Opens Friday

Dean Joe Pryor
Attends Alpha Chi
~ National Meeting

Belles And Beaux
Accepts Members

Speakers Slated
For Lectureship

J
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LINDA GRAFF and Jon Farris speak to Floyd Lord as Dalton
Eddleman looks on. They will appear in "Death of a Salesman"
tomorrow night on Harding's main stage.

Nature Study Students Survey
Country Collecting Species
By Edna Dorris
Beladen with packs ranging
from hat boxes to Boy Scout satchels, thirty-six sleepy-looking
Nature Study students with their
instructor, W. F. Rushton, met
at 7 :30 Monday morning to begin a trek into the wonders of
nature.
Travelin~ south from the campus they began searching for insects, leaves, or rocks that might
prove interesting. For a while
the caravan moved so rapidly
some students confused the purpose of the trip. When a voice
from the rear shouted. "what are
we looking for?", a small voice
from the crowd ventured, "I
think we're trying to find a good
place to eat."
Over, under and through
fences but never around fences-they went, digging in rotten
stumps, peering under stones,
beating in brush, dipping in
ponds and puddles.
Mouse Gains Freedom
In a wooded section someone
spotted a mouse running up a
tree. Ellis Williams and Wendell
Harrison literally scampered up
after it, but the crafty mouse
quickly scurred in the other direction. As it approached the
ground it was overtaken by one
of the braver members of the
fairer sex, Bobbie Pearce. After
everyone had thoroughly inspected the frightened creature, the
soft-hearted students persuaded
the equally soft-hearted instructor to give the little mouse its
much wanted freedom.

New Musical Grou.p

At various periods of the day
students would show each other
their collection. While a great
discussion was in process concerning how a giant puffball
smelled, Helen Howell quickly
dismissed the matter with, "It
smells like someone's dirty feet
to me."
Worm for Lunch?
After the morning's hike every
one was quite ready for the
lunches they had packed. Following lunch, taking advantage of
relaxing in the cool breeze was a
welcome experience. Of course,
some students, suah as Betty
Cobb, were still energetically
looking under stones for new
specimens. On spotting a big ·
worm she hollered, "Would anyone like a grub worm?" Lying in
the grass with his hat half over
his eyes__ Rushton replied, "No
thank you, I've had my lunch."
Snakes are always a point of
interest on any field trip. The
blue racer that Ellis Williams
caught soon became the students'
mascot. Throughout the group
could be heard female voices saying, "Who'd ever have believed
I'd touch a real live snake!" By
the end of the day Ann Jones
had made such a friend of the
long slender reptile that she hel9,
him affectionately in her arms.
Besides having an enjoyable
day, students collected many living forms which they had never
seen before. Rushton summed up
the group's experiences by saying, "I think they did real well
I for the weather to be so dry."

By Linda Graff
A modern tragedy unfolds before the Harding audience tomorrow at 8 p.m. when the speech
department presents its first major production of the year, Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman.
The prize-winning tragedy begins at the turning poin~ in the
life of its protagonist, Willy Loman. Willy, characterized by
Floyd Lord, has been enticed
from the world of harsh reality
by the magic lure of salesmanship, where "personality always
wins the day." Now he is old and
broken, but his life is still welded to the battered sample case,
a symbol of his burden. His
struggle is to set this case down
with honor, but circumstances
born of his own inadequacies and
false sense of values will not let
him walk away, and this creates
the tragedy.
Sons Idealize Willy
Compensating for a feeling of
inferiority toward his older brother Ben (Tom Reppart) Willy
becomes a " god" to his sons,
Biff and Happy, played by Jon
Farris and Dalton Eddleman. He
has instilled in them all the
dreams and false concepts he has
nourished through these years.
Biff has become a wanderer and
a petty thief, unable to latch-on
to some kind of life. Happy,
warped and defeated by his upbringing, tries to find satisfaction
through bravado and salesmanship, cars and parties. They have
seen their "god" deteriorating before their eyes, and neither can
face reality.
Linda, Willy's wife, played by
Linda Graff, sees Willy losing
control of his wor k. his sons, his
mind, even contemplating suicide.
She struggles to spiritually support and guide him toward peace
with himself and with his sons.
Willy's Perplexity
Blow upon blow descends on
Willy. His iealousy of .Charley,
his brother-in-law (Bob Brewer-)
and Charley's son Bernard (Rob
Smith) makes him refuse the offer of a .iob from Charley, who
loans him money every week.
Willy lapses into irrational ravings, even frightening Charley's
secretary, Jenny (Joy Simon).

SATURDAY MOVIE
COWBOY! One of the best
American epic movies on the
American cowboy is to be
shown in the college auditorium Saturday night, October 28, at 7:30 p.m. Starring
Glenn Ford and Jack Lemmon, the movie combines the
realism and humor that was
found on the cattle drives in
the early Western history. Also to be shown Saturday night
is a special cartoon parade.

A pair of tall, dark and handsome young musicians from Memphis are currently introducing
themselves to the Harding spotlight. Jimmy and Danny Greene
are already known by most Harding students, at least by sight
and name. because of the entertainment they provide at various
campus functions.
There is nothing extraordinary
about the background of the
Greene twins. They attended
South Side High School in Memphis and their father is an employee of Memphis Gas and W ater Division of the City Government. At school they sang in the
choir, played in variety shows,
and entered talent shows. They
were also members of the Key
Club.
Visit High S~hools

The Greene Twins

Currently, the twins are kept
busy going to three or four
schools each Monday to entertain, plus other trips and engagemen~ during the week. The

FFA Meeting
Draws Student
From Harding

Teddy Ray Carruth, sophomore
Bible maior and former national
vice president of the Future Farmers of America, recently returned from the 34th national
convention of FFA in Kansas
City, Mo.
Carruth was one of six students chosen as national officers
of FFA last October at the 33rd
convention. which was attended
by 10,000 delegates representing
every state. At that time, he was
enrolled at Texas Tech, but he
dropped out of school the spring
semester to fulfill respcnsibilities
of the office.
As a national officer Carruth
traveled over 50,000 miles visiting 19 states and 25 cities. He
and the other officers spent sevpurpose of the Monday trips is the guitar. "Sometimes an ac- en weeks on a good-will trip
to build up Harding College and compianist couldn't play very touring industries and speaking
interest high school students in good and s o m e t i m e s they to civic groups.
coming to Harding. Virgil Law- wouldn't show up at all, " said
The purpose of the tour was to
yer, dean of students, acts as Danny, "so we decided to do our acquaint industry with agriculbooking agent and goes along on own accompanying."
ture and to give students a wider
most of the trips. "They really
This is a characteristic under- perspective of business.
go over big," he says, "we ask statement. Anyone who has tried
Carruth, native of Tulia, Tex.,
students not to fill out cards un- to learn the guitar knows that it became a member of FFA in high
less they are really interested in takes years of lessons and prac- school and was later elected
coming to Harding, and we still tice to reach the level of attain- president of the school organizabring back 30 to 40 names to add ment which these boys have tion, district president and then
to the mailing list each week." reached.
state vice president. Referring to
Only freshmen, the twins are
Future Plans
his past year's experience, he
leaving a very favorable impresAnd what about the future? said, "It was worth at least two
sion of the college wherever they Music and more music, which years of college because it's givgo, according to Lawyer. "They will make the Greene's fans hap- en me a wider perspective of
are very well trained and dis- py to hear. Both tentatively plan America."
ciplined," he says.
to major in music at Harding and
they would like to break into this
Singers Are Disciplined
field professionally as a team. P. J. Staff Enioy Picnic
As musicians discipline is a Whatever they do, it is a sure
On a chilly evening last week
well known necessitv to Jimmy bet that Harding will receive her the Petit Jean staff went to Kiand Danny Greene. They began · share of favorable attention be- wanis Park, overlooking Little
to sing together while still in cause Jimmy and Danny chose Red River near Bee Rock, for a
grade school. At twelve they to attend here. Anyone who get-together. About thirty-five
were viewed by talent scouts would really like to wish these members of the staff accompanfrom the Ted Mack show on fellow students a real break ied by their sponsor, Dean Joe
which Pat Boone got his start. should iust keep their fingers Pryor, and his wife enjoyed
Shortly after this it was mutually crossed for that Ted Mack talent roasting weiners over an open
decided they would learn to play scout to come around again.
fire.

Greene Twins Campaign for 1-tarding
By Vernon Tyree

His moments of temPorary insanity increase, and he is fired
by his employer, Howard Wagner (Don Garnet). His sons, after inviting him out for dinner,
leave him while they go out with
two girls (Martha Nelson and
Linda Stafford). Alone, Willy is
haunted by the g\iilty memory
of a woman in Boston (Nonnie
Sanders). The waiter. Stanley
("Fritz" Petrich), finds him
kneeling in the restaurant, shouting in a fit of madness.
Contemplates Suicide
Faced with the futility of further struggle, Willy decides to
commit suicide, in hopes that his
family will collect the insurance.
Happy, at the funeral, declares
that he will lick the game that
his father lost, but Biff has
caught hold of reality and states,
"I know who I am." Linda is left
alone in a house paid for by
death: free and clear with nobody home.
The action takes place in one
24-hour period, interspersed with
several scenes in which the past
is seen as Willy, losing touch
with reality, projects it in his
mind. This presented a number
of difficalties to director Ben Holland, his assistant, George Grindley, and the production staff.
The stark. multi-level set, including an upper platform reached by a stairway, was designed
by Terry McRae and constructed
by technical director Marcus Walker and his crew. In addition;
much of the play's mood and action depends upon the fluid area
lighting created by Marcus Walker and Don Dugger's handling
of intricate sound effects and music cues.
Jean Masters and her staff
were responsible for costumes,
while special properties were collected by George Grindley. James
Calvert is house manager. Publicity .was handled by Marvin
Crowson, who recorded several
radio announcements featuring
the cast. Jane Hulett, production
chairman, coordinated the activities of the various crews.
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Desire For Education Most Valid
Reason For Attending Any School

L

BOOK

REVIEWING

By Becky Martin

One of the best antidotes to the feelings of inl'h.e large bulletin board in the
security and disillusionment most freshman have Beaumont Library has for its
theme
this week "England in the
after the first few weeks of school is a calm re-examination of the reason for coming to c.ollege. ·Consider Past." This is a subiect which
should be of interest, not only
the reasons most often given by freshmen.
because of our heritage from EngThree primary reasons are (1) My parents came land but also because it gives a
to this college (2) Everybody in my crowd planned broader understanding of one of
to come so I ~ame too, and (3) I'm not sure whr I our strongest allies in today's
came. These reasons provide little motivation for the world.
The board displays several inwork you are now enc?un~ring ~d unless replaced teresting books about the history
of England and also a pictorial
by sounder reasons, will mduce little success.
Another reason given by freshmen is that a col- map supplied by the British InServices. In The Greatlege education "will gua~tee ~e a ~or~ secure fu- formation
ness of Oliver Cromwell, Maurice
ture economically and socially. If this is your rea- Ashley gives a full-bodied porson ~ou had better think again, for a college degree trait of a man whose influence
is no passport to success. A colle~e degree does not in England was great and lasting.
also gives a vivid picture of
guarantee an ability to work with people, no! an He
the social, religious, and military
MOHICANS undertake cleaning the lily pond as a
ability to reason, nor the abi~ity to think creatively conditions of the time. John
or imaginatively. It cannot give you any talent you Kenyon gives a well-written acdo not already possess; all it can do is help y~u learn count of the most influential Thoughts Today in English history to use the talents you have. A college can give you monarchy
the Stuarts of the seventeenth
knowledge but it cannot give you wisdom.
century - in The Stuarts.
Weit-Rounded Persons Roll Into Oblivion
A historical topic which also
"It will make me a well-rounded person and has a current interest is discussby Elie Halvey in Imperialism
By Don Stillinger
what a man believes is his philthat's what the world needs today." If this is your ed
and the Rise of Labour ( 1895osophy of life.
reason you had better hustle over to the business of- 1905.) He attempts to explain the
Perhaps the most significant
Down through the ages rarely
fice and get as much refund as you can. If you do feel cause of the growth of Socialism phrase in any man's language is has there been a time when any
a need to become more out-going you can also de- in England. These are only a few the simple phrase "I believe." nation has enioyed freedom of
the books featured on the bulThis is true because much of a
thought and action as America
velop this by working in a five-and:dime store, by a of
letin board this week. By watchman's success or failure in this
period in the armed forces, or by domg church work. ing this board. students will be life depends on what he believes has today. Men have been jailed,
tortured,
No need to tax your parents for the development of able to find current books on and how he goes about demon- beaten.
and even killed
subjects of particular interest.
strating his beliefs. In essence, forwhatthey
character.
have b e 1 i e v eel
Another reason why individuals sometimes come
and yet, in the
to college - which possib~y sho~ld be place~ at the J's Views great majority of
top of the list here at Harding - is to get a mce hu~
cases such action
band or wife. If you really came to college for this
has done little to
change these bereason, I hope your family is making no sacrifice to
1i e f s. Truly,
indulge you in this search. If you don't flunk out you
what a man bemay find a husband or wife, but you run the risk of
lieves is one of the most powerfinding your mate too soon for your permanent welful influencing factors in his life.
By
Jay
Lancello
the
process
and
the
product
lift
For this reason it is highly imfare.
man
to
a
"higher"
range
of
exportant that these personal
Professional Training Valid Reason
"Intellectual orientation to the perience than he has before a"I came to get training for the profession I hope world must be something more chieved. Some manifestations of l:teliefs aren't only vaguely understood or mistaken.
to enter." "There is so much to know - I'm excited than an acquisition; it must be this creativity are an inquiring
Can We Label Our Ideas?
an
organic
growth
.
.
.
(the
stuspirit;
an
expression
of
one's
at the possiqility of digging into so many areas of
It would probably be rather
dent) must work out his own solvalues,
attitudes,
and
opinions
to
knowledge." If you came to ' Harding for these rea- ution, for such a solution must be
embarrassing for most of us if
active, vivid, and useful
someone were to bluntly ask us
sons, you are off to a good start; you are on the road the end product of his own re- others;
imagination and a keen critical to define our philosophy of life.
flection in the context of his own judgment. The teacher who can
to a successful college career.
As for myself, I think that I know
Those of you who are following a vocational experience." These words from instigate the slightest beginning what I believe but it has often·
Dean Martin ten
of
this
activity
in
his
students
course or some directed program of sequential train- Hoor of the Unibeen difficult for me to explain
has been successful.
why I held these beliefs. I have
ing know what you have to do to reach your goal. But versity of AlabaBoth teaching and learning
always felt that the free enterthose of you who are taking a program of general ma should be eiwhen viewed thus are of necesprise system of economy was the
ther
a
reminder
education will wonder at times about the reason for
sity diffuse and sometimes abanbest system for any man to live
or an awakening
doned activities. They benefit under.
studying certain required courses, courses that seem to
every college
greatly from an atmosphere of
far removed from any occupation. When these mo- student and proThere are many men much
freedom and exchange. A college,
more intelligent than I, however,
ments of doubt occur; it might help to remember fessor.
particularly,
needs
a
wide
range
who would prefer to live under
Any education
that beyond the knowledge you are acquirin~, you
of viewpoints in faculty and stusystems of economy much differwhich . does not
are also getting experience in the art of readmg, of induce the student to create is an dent body, since a single view- ent from that of free enterprise.
observing, of writing, and of thinking. And these illusion, a farce, and a waste of point tends toward promoting Why is this so? If the free entersheep-like conformity.
prise system is the best, why
money. This process of creation
assets are needed in any kind of work.
Also it needs profuse communidon't they prefer it as I do? Are
must be preceded, of course, by
Curiosity Key to Learning
cation
of
these
ideas
and
viewsthey mistaken in their beliefs or
assimilation of knowledge from
From these comments you can see one person's others. Frequently we assume not so that they will be accepted, am I? Questions of this nature
conviction, at least, that the secret of success is in that the teacher's job is to give but so that they will help each are often not easily answered,
your having a desire to know more abou~ ma:qy us this knowledge; this is indeed person form his own. Confucius but they can't be neglected. Our
would not explain to a man who
nation became. only too aware
part of his task. But so is the
things. Only the curious ever learn. One fmal re- stimulation
did not try to clarify things for
of this fact when it saw the conof each student's
minder. A college or university does not give an e~u mind to its own creative effort. himself. We should each hold the fused and broken products of the
goal
of
trying
to
see,
through
cation to anyone; it gives students an opportumty
Korean brainwashing camps. The
We are probably well informed
our individual intellects. solumost tragic part of this story is
as to why we study various fields.
to get an education.
'
.
that many of these men were
and fine arts introduce tions and methods to solutions
That education you came to college to get is English
us to creations of men of the for the problems which confront educated men who thought they
ready and waiting for you. Are you ready and willing past; psychology tries to explain man throughout past, present, knew what they believed.
The brainwashing camps are
to receive it?
- S.T. our behavior; history relates the and future history.

club project.

Knowledge Should Coincide With Beliefs

Student Expresses Thoughts
On Creativity In College Work

~
~
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ideas of the past to actual events;
the other disciplines have their
special contributions to make.
Each of these is important to our
development. Our professors hasten the process of transfer
through textbooks, lectures, and
examinations. But electronics has
evolved machines which are hundreds of times as efficient as the
mind of man in recording and
storing data. Education must not
stop here.
What is the nature of this
"creation" that is so desirable?
In an overall view of life, creation
is the process by which man
builds and enriches his own personality. It is an activity of the
mind which has a product; both

Dramatizing -

Realistic Parallel Drawn
From Play To Factuality

By Rob Smith
I want to tell you about a man,
a man called Willy Loman. At
first glance this name seems
nothing more than a means of
identifying a character in "Death
of A Salesman" but Willy Loman
is more than
this. He is not
iust a creation of
Arthur
Miller's
mind, a fragment
of a mental jigsaw puzzle. He
is real because
I'll t ell you how the sun rose.h i s disappointments are similar
A ribbon at a time.
t o o u r disappointments and problems.
The steeples swam in amethyst ,
We Are Salesmen
To begin with, Willy is a salesThe news like squirrels ran .
man, not only in the sense of
his profession, but also in the
The hills untied their bonnets,
sense that we are all salesmen
and must constantly sell ourThe bobolinks begun.
selves proving to our fellows that
we are genuine persons. You and
Then I said softly to myself ,
I do this every day of our lives
whether we realize it or not. For
"That must have been the sun!"
us this is not too difficult. We
But how he set, I know not.
have the blessings of youth and
can also fall back on the idea
There seemed !'l purple stile
that if we do not manage to
prove ourselves today "there is
Which little yellow boys and girls
always tomorrow". For Willy this
Were climbing all the while
is impossible. He is over sixty
years old. For him there is no
Till when they reached the other
tomorrow. The only thing he has
side,
is what he possesses today, and
the sad part is, that as he goes
A dominie in gray
on, today's possessions become
Put gently up the evening bars ,
less and less.
'
And led the flock away.
You and I have our homes,
---: Emily Dickinson
~amilies and our friends but some

?neditatioiis . .. .

thousands of miles away, and
perhaps no one reading this article will ever see the inside of
one. This doesn't alter the importance of our knowing exactly •
what we believe and why we believe it, however. Daily we walk
in the brainwashing camps of
life. Whether we speak them or <·
not, our actions constantly proclaim to others our feelings. Do
you believe that every man
should have the right to speak
his mind? Do you believe that
God created every man equal,
or does He grade a man's personal rights by the color of his skin ?
Can a man who has never seen
the inside of a church of Christ
building go to heaven? Do you
know what you believe ?
Future Is Test
Today we all walk the cam.pus
of Harding College, where almost everyone we meet feels
much the same as we personally
do about religion, this country
we live in, and human rights. It
won't be long, however, until we
here at Harding will be walking
the streets of cities all over this
country and many foreign countries as well. This is when the
test will come. This is when men,
by their very actions will demand
to know what your philosophy of
life is. Never let yourself be
fooled. You will give them the
answer that they seek, whether
it be by word of mouth or the
expression of your face. This answer can only come from one of
two sources, either c a r e f u 1
thought and conditioning, or
prejudice and neglect of reason.
Testing of Beliefs
•
Not long ago, President Kennedy made the statement that
the people of the United States
would probably never experience
a time when their faith in their
country wouldn't be under fire.
Even now each thinking American can readily see the possibility of severe tests of belief in the
future. If and when this time
should arrive, the only chance
of survival will depend upon whether or not we, have carefully
pondered those facts that pertain
not only to the realm of democracy, but to all the realms that a
man includes in his philosophy
of life.

day they are - not going to be
there. Some morning we are going to wake up to find that our
friends are dead, strange people
are living in the house we 1 once
called home and our families are
blown to the four winds. For Willy Loman this day has already
dawned. He realizes that strangers will shortly occupy his house.
He has a hard time making his
living because he must constantly deal with people who do not
know him. As for his family, his
sons-for whom he literally
gives his all-have left home
never to return. They may cQme
back occassionally for visits but
Willy's house will never again
be home to them.
Wrestles With Immortality
Another problem that Willy
must wrestle is that of immortality on earth. Everyone who has
thought even a little about life
has probably wondered what will
happen when he is golle from
this little green globe of ours.
Willy has also thought of this
and has come to the _c_onclusion
that he has nothing to leave behind so that he may be remembered. Most men live, at lea~t
for a little while, in the minds
and memories of those who love
them but Willy doesn't even have
this consolation. His boys do not
love him. The only thing he has
is the hope that through his
death he may benefit his sons
and because of this they may
remember him.
This is Willy Loman, a real
person with real problems.

ISACorner I
By David Finley
Recently students have received many words of exhortation encouraging each and every
one to wear bright and blissful
countenances on their faces. It
is true that this practice adds to
the equanimity of some people,
but I wonder if it has not been
overemphasized.
•
I think that in our efforts to
make the good impressions, we
often regard the exhuberant ex- t
pression as an end in itself. We
also come to regard physiognomy
as being more of a greater character index · than it actually is.
In the past a student who was
probably more devoted to Christianity than most students are,
was often censured by the righteous largely because he did not
have a smile for everyone. On the
other hand, we fail to realize that
as Shakespeare says in Hamlet,
"A man may smile and smile and
smile, and still be a villain."
The greatest danger is that of
attaching a great deal of import
to something superficial. Too
many false standards of this type
mold our actions.
There is. however, one mo-_.
mentus obiection to the viewpoint advocated in this column
which should not be ignored.
Someone has imparted to us the•
wisdom that it takes many more
face muscles t<? frown than it
does to smile.

-~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~~~------------------~------------------------------------
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Club Softball

Pioneer Nips AEX.
Gains Club Finals
JIM MILLER, Editor

Beck Teaches By Living
By Chris Dean
This past Monday morning I
walked down to the soft ball
field to watch a game. When I
arrived t he game had' ended but
one person remained. As usual,
Cecil Beck was there picking up
the equipment and getting ready
for another game. As I watched
him, I wondered how many people on campus ever noticed that
"Cecil," as he is most commonly
called, is always the first one at
the game and the last one to
leave.
To the persons who know Cecil, he is more than director of
intramural sports or the score
keeper at softball games. He is a
teacher, not in the classroom, but

on the field of experience. His
subjects are Christian fellow3hip, self-control and sportsman3hip. His registration line is periodically placed in the student
center where students sign up
lor intramural sports. The student who passes his course is
the one who displays and ob-.
serves those qualities regardless
of the situation in which he
finds himself.
It would be impossible to expound on the good that Cecil
.ias done because there isn't a
student in the intramural program who hasn't profited from
just knowing him.
If you want to show your appreciation for Cecil try and make
a passing grade in his courses.

BISON'S FO "O TB A LL
DATE

SCH E DU L E

OPPONENT

PLACE

Football Distance Kick

Oct.

28

Livingston State College

Livingston, Ala.

Nov.

4

Co llege Of The Ozarks

Searcy

Nov.

11

Henderso n State Teachers

Se arcy

LOVEBRIGHT DIAMOND RINGS

The reg istered dia mond s that a ssure you of permanent
va lue always.
•

Sterling Silver by Gorham , Towle, Wallace,
and International

e
e

China by Lennox and Syracuse

By Larry Scroggs
A game Pioneer t eam edged
AEX 15-14 to gain a crack at
the American League Club Softball crown.
The Pioneers came up with 4
runs in the last inning to win a
contest marked by 20 free passes.
Nelson Oliver socked a grand
slam homer in the bottom of the
first inning to get the Pioneers
back in t he ball game after AEX
had scored 6 runs.
N. J. Wilson and Joe Marchant
got 3 h.its each for AEX while
Harry Westerholm and John
Sunderland led the Pioneers with
three apiece. Tom Finley was the
winning pitcher.
AEX and Pioneer play· Monday
for the championship.
In the National League, TNT
beat APK 11-4 behind the threehit pitching of Ed Miller to win
the right to play Sub-T for the
championship next week.
Seven hits in the bottom of
the fifth, including a homer by
Miller, put TNT ahead 10-4. Bob
Akers had a four-bagger for APK.
Johnny Bryant led TNT with 3
hits while Doyle Hicks, Jerry
Watson, and David Smith got 2
each.

In the football distance kick
Jim Watson booted the pigskin
for 64 yards. This fell short of
the 68 yard record set by Stan
Swartz in 1956.
1. James Calvert ,..
2. Kim Pate
3. Larry French
4. Lovard Peacock
5. Steve Smith
6. Lewis Walker
7. Arnold Winter
8. Ed Miller
9. Jim Snider

Talkington

Crystal by Tiffin, Glasto~bury

Two watch repairmen fo r the finest in

Gulf Stalion

J ewelry a nd Wa tch Rep ai r

PARRISH JEWELRY
Phone 431

Court Square

GULF PRODUCTS

Searcy, Ark.

Open Weekdays 5:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sundays I I :00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Welcome Harding Stud, nts

*

BY CAROL BISSETT
The soft ball game between
Thompson's Cats and Bissett's
Tigers wa s held at 4 p.m . t oday.
November 2 high school plays
college women at 4 p.m.
Tennis doubles have almost
been completed. Sherry Ashby
and June Hamby won over Darlene Toby and Carol Bissett.
Horseshoes have proven t o be
very interest ing. In singles Linda
Smit h won over Anne Bent ley,
and Karen Fry ·over J an Miller.
In doubles, Linda Smith and
Carol Bissett won over Anne
Bent ley and Sandy Childers.

Sociology Class Studies
Marriage and Family
Marriage and Family is a
course that should be requir ed of
all college people," state most
Sociology 255 studen ts. "Insight
into your self as a person is one
of the valuable aspects of the
study," says Billy D. Verkler, instructor.
Marriage and Family opens
eyes to the responsibilities of
marriage. Many student s as a result of examining themselves
through the required aut obiography for the course. find t h emselves unsuited for mar riage . According to a num}?er of psychologists many persons are not maritable because of personality con:
flicts.
Some of the pr oblems st udent s
bring to class are their relationships with their parents, the r estrictions on dating on th e campus, the best way t o get t o k now
a date, and the early adjustments
in marriage. Most of t he students
who have had the course say
they now feel more prepared for
marriage.
Many heated discussions keep
the class alive. For example the
author of Marriage and Family
says that women in general reach
their peak at 20 and a re on the
decline thereafter. One senior
girl counteracted with , "contary
to the authorit ies, I don't feel
I'm falling apart at 20."
"Perhaps this cour se will enlighten students in t heir prospective role as marr iage partners,"
stated one senior boy.

JIM WATSON shows championship form as he boots the pig-

skin in the football distance kick.

Scene From Sigma Tau-Pioneer Game

NELSON OLIVER is a step short of "safe" in last week's Pioneer
Sigma Tau game.

Texans Defeat Rebels
In All-Star Thriller, 5-4
In softball Tuesday the Texas
All Stars beat the Sout hern All
Sta rs 5-4.
George Grindley, who was winning pitcher, clouted a 2-run
homer in the 3rd inning t o put
Texas ahead 3-2 but the Southern
boys went ahead 4-3· in the bot -

tom of the 4th. on a hit and two
errors.
Don Berryhill sco·r ed on a walk
and errors to tie it up in the
6th. and Wayne Gaither scored
in the 7th on a hit and an error
to put the Texas Stars ahead to
stay.
N . J . Wilson led the Southern
team with 2 hits while Gaither
did the same for the Texans.

"O nce a ga in as t he host for your communit'y,
we wish to welcome Students and Faculty of

ON THE SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN SEARCY

Harding College"
11

BRAND NAMES FOR LESS MONEY

11

Valentine--Vogue-Jacqueline--ConnieParis Fashion-Storybook Children Shoes
Jarman-Jarman Jr. for boys

WATKINS SHOE STORE
THE SEARCY BANK
OFFERS

Complete
Friendly
Banking
Service
,

Member
F.D.l.C.

Sales and Service on all makes
All Work Guaranteed ·

Nichols Radio & TV Service

Save On Drugs
$1.23

Noxzema Cream ... ... :.... ..... .. .... .. 79c

$1.00

Earrings .. ... .. .. ... ... ... .. ... ..... .... ...... 69c

77c

Notebook Paper 202 sheets .... ... .49c

$1.00

Boxed Note Paper ....... .. ... ...... ..69c

$1.19 Syrup Pepsin ... ... .. .... ..... .... ... .... ..89c
$1.98

For Time and Temp.
Dial CH 5-4641

1303 E. Race

Phone CH 5-2820

Special izing in Webcor Record Players
We carry a complete line of record players.

OE

,5suPER.

MARKET

FINEST IN WHITE COUNTY

Parker Jotter Pens ... .... .... .. ....... $1.29

1-leadlee Drug Store
204 No. Sprin9

3

Watson Kicks Football for Win

MAYFAIR HOTEL

Featuring Home Baked pies and Home Cooked Meals

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Phone CH 5-4647

Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor Co.

Clubs -Plan for _~omecoming

Social

BETA PHI KAPPA

GAYLON BACH,· Society Editor

Clubs Select New Members

Beta Phi Kappa met Oct. 16,
at the home of their sponsor,
Murray Wilson. The purpose of
the meeting was to introduce
pledges and the club's new queen,
Kathy Bishop.

*
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Lambda Sigma Queen

JU GO JU
The Ju Go Ju club met Oct.
19, at the home of their sponsor,

Dot Beck, for a pizza party. Plans
for the new pledges were discussed.

KAPPA DELTA

ORIENTAL CLUB

The Kappa Deltas met Oct. 17.
The Oriental club met Thurs- to discuss plans for the new'
day, Oct. 19, to see a movie on pledges and the homecoming
Now that pledge week is almost over, the various Seoul, Korea, entit led "Seoul float.
social clubs have released the names of their new mem- City." Plans were m ade to h ave
After the busii).ess meeting redinner prepared b y the Oriental freshments of hot chocolate and
bers. This week the names of women's club members are astudents.
cookies were served by Mrs.
listed; next week the men's club members will be printed.
The club invites everyone t o Gilliam, sponsor.
come to their meetings at 8:45
Priscilla Tarbell, Brenda Tho- every Tuesday evening.
New women club memmas, Claudette Thompson.
TRI-KAPPA
bers are as follows:
MEA
Tri-Kappa celebrated its fourBeta Tau Gamma
Kathy Butterfield, Judy Doty,
t een t h birthday, Oct. 15, at the
Tofebt
Vivian B r a n s c u m. Lucille Jewell Goodman, Sue Hager,
Karen Darnell, Mary Hicks, home of their sponsor. Mrs. C.
Burns, Patricia Clement. Susan June Hamby, Billie La Femey,
Craig, Alice Dobyns, Donna Dun- Joyce McKenzie.
Becky Martin, Sue Prat t , Sandra L. Ganus. After a spaghetti supper prepared by Mrs. Ganus, the
can. Amelia Anne Griffin.
Sherra Martin, Barbara Eloise White.
club ate their birthday cake, proLois Hipp, Wilma Kessler, Eula Jmith, Joyce Williston.
WHC
by Tommy Carter, club
Leroux, Kathy McVickers, ShirRosalee Burks, Charlotte Chit- vided
OEGE
beau.
ley Ann Pruett, Flo Rauworth,
ty,
Ollie
Dillard,
Darlene
Eads,
Paula Andres, Carmen CamSharon Reeves.
Martha Ervin, Ann Gaskill, Anit a
Barbara Evelyn Smith, Betty perell, Linda Fry, Mary Garner, Green.
REGINA
ierne Gulley, Barbara Malone,
Carolyn Ware, Susan Young.
Sharon Mayner, LuEllen OusDeanna Spurlock.
The Regina club m et Oct. 9,
Delta Chi Omega
Pat Walters, Janice Webb, ley, Wilma Sue Penix, Anna at the home of their sponsor, Mrs.
Holly Brannon, Karen Daugh- .3hirley Whipkey.
Penn, Ruby Peterson, Regina Joseph Pr yor, to honor their club
erty, Norma Harper. Linda Lee,
Pitts, Phyllis Sarver, R o b in beau, Roger Johnson. Roger was
Omega Phi
Wilkes.
Judy Linburger, Patsy McNutt,
told the history of the club, its
Clarita
Bartley,
Pat
Bearden,
Charlot Root.
Zeta Phi
ideals and his position in the
Flora
Corum,
Florence
Corum,
Ruth Ann Selby, Shirley StraLinda
Bacon,
Linda
Bennett,
club.
Marilyn Finley, Lily Hays, Charder, Brenda Tuten.
Mary (Margo) Ann Burt, MoniPlans for pledge week were
lene McGee.
Gata
cia Dunn, Justine Gish, Emily discussed and committees were
Gloria
Mackey,
Jaylene
PatterNancy Ables, Mary Barrett,
Harris,
Georgeanne
Hunter
.
named. A third function was
Bonnie Cruise, Sheila Frazier, son, Rita Rachel, Carol Ann ReyBarbara Johnson, Nancy Mc- planned for Oct. 30.
Karen Hadley, Regina Hadley, nolds. Carol Sexson, Barbara Han, Jan Miller, Sandra Phillips,
White.
Kay Herd.
Ann (Jeff) Rorex, Kar en Spain, TOFFBTS
Phi Delta
Linda Karracker, Martha NelLaney Ware.
.
The Tofebts had a bunking
LaDonna Arnold, Sandra Beth,
son, Vicki Payne, Marcia SorenBrenda Westfall, Suzanne Win- party
Oct. 15, at the apartment
Ellen Colvin, Barbara Cooper, ton.
son, Judy Stracke.
of a former member Marge
Shirley Cooper, Linda Gordon,
Ju Go Ju
Zeta Rho
Hayes. Mrs. Wilcox, sponsor,
Marsha Bailey, Peggy Douthit, Juanelle "Wegie" May.
Ann Blue, Rosalee Cantrell, served refreshments. A business
Nancy Osburn, Sharon ShipMary Lou Davis, Judy Elliot,
Nancy
Cope,
Judy
Evans,
Martha
Betty Garretson, Virginia Gri£fin, man, Hilda Verkler, Mary Ann Gardner, Leah Gentry, Erma meeting was held at the party
in order to make plans for pledge
Walton.
Wadene James.
.
Lounsberry.
week.
Regina
Tommy Jones, Patty Richards,
Countess McNiell, Patty Shull,
The club also met Monday
Sharon Ryan, Mary Frances
Priscilla Baker, Mary Ethel Ann Smith, Gloria Tyner, Linda
morning, Oct. 16, for a pancake
Smith.
Bales, Jo Byrd, Marilyn Graff, Jo Williamson.
breakfast.
Kappa Delta
Hughes, Jan Johnson, Brenda
Madeline Campbell, Nancy Cul- Lane.
len, Judy Frazier, Sharon HudSandy Mills, Linda Risinger,
son, Carolyn Hugg, Betty Mays, Betty Shackelford, Mary Lou
Florsheim Shoes
Clara Morgan.
Stewart. Carolyn Sue White,_
Brenda Penn, Patsy Smith, Judy Willams.
Wesboro - Young Men's Shoes
Emma · Jean Southard, Lillian
Theta Psi
City Club Shoe
Stewart, Ann Whiddon, Bonnie
Raymonda Barrett. Em m y
Willey, Sandra Wood.
Louise Bryan, Doris Bush, MarFamous Velvet Step and Trios for Women
Tri-Kappa
tha Carden, Nan Crosby, Sandi
Laquida Byrd, Midge Diller, Fletcher, Jill Grady.
.
Wanda Henry, Leminda McDouJudie Laing, Melba Leroux,
gald, Helen Beth Powell, Mary Linda Martin, Joan Dianne Meers,
Robinson, Karen Smith.
Sandy Prillwitz, Sandra Ward,
Cora Wiser, Marion Yingling. Ann Westbrook.
Kappa Phi
Betty Ely, Phyllis Fowler, Hilda
Privitt, Blenda Roberts, Susan
West Side Square ..... ...... . Welcome Students
EAST END
Simmons, Carol Ann Starr, Martha Tooke, Andrea Watson.
Ko Jo Kai
BARBER SHOP
Mary Ellen Baskin. Sammye
Caplinger, Carolyn Cooper, Judy
Daniel, Peggy Darling, Freda FerJOE CUNNINGHAM
guson, Linda Gilmore.
Doris Henderson, Shirley JohnRAYMOND HILL
son, Mickye Miller, Dale Philbrick, Brenda Speer, Brenda
CH ILDERS
Stanley.
LC
1515 E . Race St.
Vivian Eagleman, Phyllis HonAcross from City Tire Ser vice
ey, Barbara Kee, Carolyn Kinard,
Glenda Little, Marilyn McElroy,
Linda Murphy.
/

4

HEUER'S SHOE STORE
SHOE BOX

LAMBDAS Dee Colvett, Caroll Os borne, Wilfor d Bonne ll and
Gene Allen look through a magazine with club queen Margar et
Rogers.
·

ZETA RHO

SNEA To Hold Meeting

Zeta Rho met Tuesday, Oct .
17, at the home of Mrs. Virgil
Lawyer, sponsor. After a short
business meeting, the club celebrated its first birthday.

The Florence Cathcart chapter
of the St udent National Education Association holds its regular
meeting Friday, October 27, at
6 :30 p.m . A film concerning the
educational future of America
will be presented. Refreshments ,
DELTA CHI
will be served following the proThursday, Oct. 19, the Delta gram.
Chis met to discuss plans for
their homecoming float. The following night they rev i e w e d
pledge week procedures.

Friendly Service

· Minor Repair
We give top value
sta mps

99 ESSO
Across from Rendezvous
Phone CH 5-3906

Clean 'n Eosji
ribbon cha nge '
with Royal's
exdusive

Twl•Pak.

Hayes Typewriter
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Avoid Major Trouble
Have repairs made NOW

HART AUTO SERVICE
Next Door To International Shoe Co.
CALL CH 5-3221

FROSTY TREA T
Specia l: 6 Hamburgers for $1 .00
JAMES WILLIAMS, Owner
Highway 67 East -

Across from Roseann

For the latest in Recreation: Ride our Go-Carts

We have both small and large banquet se rvice
for any size party. We are looking fo rwardto you r visit with us.

at the
IDEAL SHOP

Koberson's
I

Kestaurant
Serving Good Food for 26 Years

All Name Brands in Sterling
CRYSTAL AND CHINA
Welcome Harding Students
Free engraving on all purchases
WATCH and JEWELRY REPAIR
Phone CH 5-2340
Searcy, Ark.

You Are Always Welcome

The 3 R's of Good Eating

Kendezvous

GARRISON JEWELER'S

-·

For top quality heels and flats
Harding Students are always welcome
at THOMPSON'S

Stotts Drug Store
FEATURING:
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
For all your Drug Needs see Stotts Drug
SO UTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE

A Variety of Colors in
"Pf" Tennis Shoes
100 NORTH SPRING

~ Customs Of Halloween

. Evolve From Paganism
By Martha Tooke

apples are 'hung on short strings

Istring
which in turn are tied to a longer
stretching across the room.

Halloween. in spite of the fact
that it takes its name from a
Christian festival (All Hallows or
Saints' Day), comes from pagan
times a nd has never taken on a
Christian significance. The American celebration rests upon Scotish and Irish folk customs which
can be traced in direct line from
pre-Christian times. The early
beginnings of Hallow_ee~ were
not like the gay, rollickmg fun
that people I?-OW . have on Halloween. At this time horse~ .and
humans were offered as sa~n~ices.
Th!ese people, usually crunmals
who h ad been rounded . up f?r
the occasion, were confmed m
cages of wicker and thatch made
in the form of giants or huge animals. The cages were set afire by
the priests and the hapless vi<:tims were roasted alive. This
practice was later outlawed by
Roman command, but Halloween
has long been thought of as the
night the spirits of the dead were
allowed to return to visit their
homes and friends.
The h istory of Halloween clearly shows us that superst itions die
har d. Most of the Halloween
practices in Scotland had to do
with t he desire to learn of one's
future husband or wife. A writer
on the subiect. John Brand says,
"It is a custom at Hallowe'en in
Ireland when the young women
would 'know if . their lovers are
faithful, to put three nut;> upon
the bars of the grate, nammg the
nuts after the lovers. If a n~t
cra cks or jumps, the lover will
prove unfaithful; if it b~ins to
blaze or burn. he has a regard
for the person making the tri~I.
If t h e nuts named after the girl
and her lover burn together, they
will be married." Another method
of trying fortunes w11:s the Th:ee
Luggies or Three Dishes which
w as for boys. One dish holds
clean water, one dirty wi:ter, .and
one is empty. The boy is bl~nd
folded, and dips his fingers mto
t h e first dish he feels. Clean wat er, as you can guess,. means h e
will wed a maiden, dirty w ater
a widow, and if the dish is empty,
h e stays single.
In America we have all the fun
of Halloween without losing much
sleep over its superstitions. Of all
the games played at Halloween
parties perhaps bobbin' for apples is t h e most general. Often

The game is then to see who can
get the first bite out of t h e apple.
On Halloween night all kinds of
fantastic costumes and lanterns
can be seen. "Trick or Treat" has
become a part of Halloween. This
means that the young Halloween
visitors who come to your door
will play no tricks on you if you
will treat them.
The spirit of Halloween today
is a great change from t h e early
beginnings of the holiday, The
true spirit of this time sh ould b€
hospitality, good fellowship a nd
harmless merrymaking.

Assignment Acquaints
Class Wit h Communism
Preparing a resource unit can
be interesting even if it is an
assignment. The members of the
Education 404 course t aught by
Dr. L. Lewis were assigned to
do a resource unit and a unit
study for t h e h igh school level.
One committee, composed of
Marvin and J udy Crowson, Lois
..jobb, Avonn ell Hiten, J ohn Bryant Geneva Com bs and J anet
Pac'e decided to center their unit
around Commu nist a dvancements
in free countries. Using a broad
outline which any teach er in t he
curriculum could ad apt to their
special interest, and breaking
this down into one lesson for a
particular class period is . the
main concern of t h e committee.
Members of the class have decided t hat research and hard
wor k are th e main requirements
for t his type of stu dy.

Pioneer Club Queen
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By Kathy Maddox
Two Harding graduates, Misses
Barbara Harris and Sally Rogers
recently arrived in Germany, one
.Jf the political hot spots of the
world to begin long-aw aited anc..
plann~-for teaching positions.
.darbara is a 1959 graduatl
and Sally is a 1961 graduate.
I'hey both maiored in element~ry
education and are now teaching
in Germany; Barbara at Hassel
and Sally, at Fulda, Germany,
one hundred miles away, only
nine miles from the Communist
border.
"Providence definit ely had a
hand in my trip to Germany," recollected Sally, "because it looked completely impossible for a
while. We had both applied for
clouth American work with a mafor oil company, but we wer€
turned down. In June we heard
that the Army needed another
150 teachers in Germany. We
applied for the job and on August 2, we received letters from
the Army confirming our acceptance.''
Sally and Barbara were not assigned. to the same p1ace in Germany as they had originally hoped, nor did they go to Germany
at the same time. Because of red
tape-, Sally was delayed about
two weeks after Barbara.
"I tried all afternoon to call
someone, but never could . . . I
then thought I'd get a taxi and
try to tell the driver where I
wanted to go, but couldn't do
that since I had no German money and couldn't get any on
Su n day . . . Since then I have
been told that several Christian
families were in the same hotel
as I on that particular Sunday;
and I also have learned that the
church building was only about
15 minutes away and I could
have walked to it. However, since
I didn't know any of these

things, I didn't know what to do,
30 I went to bed that night feeling very discouraged and lonesome . . . You can never imagin€
what a horrible and helpless feeling it is not to be able to speak
the language of the people
around you." (She did not know
:i.t the time where Barbara was
;r how to get hold of her ).
Originally planning to work
with the local church in Germany, •Sally and Barbara were
bot h surprised to find such a lack
of churches of Christ on the
Army bases. Sally found none
where she was stat~oned. As a re-

Come in a nd visit Our
Newly Re modeled Building

LET US SERVE YOU

SECURITY BANK
A Friendly Institution
PHONE CH 5-5831

had a

.o neman

Vulcanizing

:ALL CH 5-4620

col\Wrenee

1502 E. Race

aboutyour
future0

KR0H'S LADI ES APPAREL

"'\

CENT RAL
Barber Shop

Jantzen Sportswea r

You :
Why the gold bars?

Future You:

100 Spring Street

Phone CH 5-4415

~ J ulian

Future You:

.

The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
You:
.
?
Say I was interested ••• how can l get to be an officer.

~Ode

N
EW!
I
I
I
I

Iatelfr

You're needed •• . just as your father and !P'andfather
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't •• •
You:
All right. But what can I do for the Air Force?

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS WELCOMED

310 N. Spring
-(::{ Claude

sult, she goes eighty miles by
train to Frankfurt every weekand to attend church. "Never
have I felt so h appy as w h en I
saw the sign that said, 'Gemein::le Christi" (church of Christ). I
had almost begun t o feel t hat
I'd never see su ch a sign again."
It was over a w eek after Sa lly
arrived in Germany t h at she
was able to contact Barbara.
Anyone who may wish to write
to either one m ay cont act Barbara Harris at Hassel American
School, APO 117, New York .and
Sally Rogers at Fulda American
School, APO 26, New York.

W ELCOME STUDENTS

City Tire Service
Retreading -

Future Yo u:

You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training program. You've probably heard about Officer. Training
School... where the Air Force takes certain col~ege
graduates, both men and women, and commissions
them after three months of training.
You:
Starting salary is important. What about that?

GOULDS
WATER
PUMPS

Fu ture You:

·'

~

As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their PkJJ. degrees.
You:
Tell me more.
•
• ,
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.
SCllO. Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator
training or Officer T.raining School programs. ,

SPECIAL PRICE REMAINDER

OF MONTH

Pl umbing Department

1

Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medt•
ca1 and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see .
it adds up to an attractive package.
You:
,
I've been thinking· about getting my Masters. .

Future You:

ONLY $95.00
WOOD-FREEMAN
Lumber Co.

MAHAN .TYPEWRITER CO.
Hayes McGaha, Owner

SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE
111 E. CENTER A VE.
Victor Business Machines
Royal Typewriters

5

ForrrierGraduates Teach in Germany

JANIE HULETT Pioneer club queen, pages through a magazine
with Harry W ~terholm, Larry Scroggs, Ray Dea rin, John Sunderland and Johnny Westerholm.

Recapping -

*
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There's a phzce for
professional achievement in the

U..S.Air Force
NO . SC 110

6
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Oct. 26, 1961

Bisons Score Fast To Outdistance Weevils'
j man,

By Jim Miller
Harding's Bisons p u n c h e d
across three first half touchdowns, kicked a field goal and
played defense for the remainder
of the game to beat Arkansas
A&M 22-7 last Saturday night.
Minutes .a fter the grune Coach
Allison said, "We really carried
the game to them in the first
half. but let down some in the
.>econd. A&M is a well-coached
ball club, but they are young
.md made some mistakes. I be.ieve this was a big one for us.
I'he boys crune up with several
third down and seven situations
md made good on them. That
.ielped a lot that first half."
With three minutes remaining
in the first quarter, Bison quar~erback Tommy Carter. rounded
:ight end to climax an 80 yard
:narch for the first score. Having
:!onsumed 57 yards in 11 plays,
'.::arter threw a screen pass to
Jerry Escue who carried to the
>even. Steve Smith plowed over
:ight tackle to the three and
Norman Tubb bucked for one.
:::arter then kept the remaining
two for the tally. Lewis Walker's
kick was good.

Following the kickoff A&M
was held o~ downs and forced to
pun.t. H:~rdmg. began to march
agam. With third dpwn and se".en yar?s. to go, Del B:ock hit
Ray Griff!Il on th~ two Wlth a 19yard .aenal .. Srmth, who en~ed
the mght with .99 yards ru:>~mg
p~us 11 more Vla pass rece1V1ng,
dived ov~r for the marker. Walker's kick was wide~ the right.
Less than seven mm~t~ were
left when the Boll WeeVIl s Floyd
Goodman got the only pass mterception of the night. The ef.
fort P.roved futile as the Bison
defense held and A&M was fore~d to punt Walker took the kick
and retur~ed it 46 yards to the
Weevil 36 to set u:p Harding's
final TD. Smith again played the
role of workhorse with ;aunts of
11, 9 and the final four yards for
the Bison's closing touchdown of
the night with two minutes remaining in the first half. Walker
again kicked wide to the right.
Seconds later, Bill Pearcy covered a Boll Weevil fumble on the
Aggie 21. Carter threw one pass
incomplete, then connected with'
Smith on the nine for a first
down. Three incomplete passes
later, Jimmy King, Earle fresh-

booted a 29-yard field goal.
A&M began their scortng drive
late in the third quarter when
two successive penalties forced
Harding t o punt. A third-down
pass interference penalty greatl.Y
aided the Aggie's march when it
placed the ball on the Harding
34 and gave them a first down.
With less than nine minutes left
to play, Clyde Durrough passed
13 yards to Roger Bocox for the
score. George Ward kicked the
PAT
H · din
h d t
additional
ar
~
a
wo hird uarthreats k1l~ed. In the t
.q
ter, the B1sons were stynued on
.the Aggie seven and lost on
dowi;i-s. The other ~hreat ca?le
late m ~e fourth pen~ following
a WeeVIl fumble recover ed by
Larry Lambert on the A&M 42.
The crusade reached the 10-yard
l~e. but time ran out before Harding could push across.
.
Smith was the f.tame's leading
rusher. Carter led m total offense
with 118 :'l('ards, followed by
Brock with 108 yards. The AIC
leader in passing, Carter connected on six of 10 a~tem.pts for
83 yards to strength en his hold
in that category.

RAY GRIFFIN ( 32) snags a Tommy Carter aerial for another first down against A&M as Jimmy Atkinson (24) comes up for the stop. Griffin caught 3 passes for 46 yards to retain the
lead in AIC pass-receiving.

Foot ball Dista nce Throw
David Simpson won the football distance throw with a hurl
of 59 yards, just shy of the record, 64 yards, held by Paul Huff.
1. Paul Touchton
2. Herman Jenkins
3. Del Brock
4. Arnold Winter
5. Steve Smith
6. Lovard Peacock
7. Roy McGee
8. Bud Watson
9. Jim Keeth

$8.50 permanent for $5.00
CALLING ALL SCHOOL BELLES beauty and brains do go together so be smart - wh ere bot h ECONOMICS and APPEARANCE are concerned. Stop in for a fresh permanent, or any
beauty service that you like. ACT NOW! Offer good for limited
time only.

Town and Country Beauty Salon
CH 5-3431

11 S EAST CENTER

Let's Go
Cleaning
Pressing
Finished Service

Alterations

Coin Operated Laundry

Greg Rhodes, Manager

ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING
College League Openings
NOW AVAILABLE
,,

If Interested Contact or Call Manager Collect

3 Games For 1.00
Shoes Free-League Only

TEN PIN LANES
OPEN
WIDE
and
SAY
A-H-H-H!
Get that refreshing new feeling with Cokel
lollllll mder adllQrlCJ of 1111 eoc.cora ComJIQJ a.J .

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

Highway 67 East Searcy, .Ark.
PHONE CH 5-2242

